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SickStick are another example of how far
stand up paddle boarding has come in the
last few years. Ever increasing numbers of
home grown UK brands are springing up
with SickStick a recent addition. 

Coming to fruition in 2012, Tim Rowsell
and Andrew Frigot gave birth to the
concept during a paddling session at West
Wittering. Developing a cost effective
brand without the need for customers to
take out a second mortgage, SSs’ brand of
‘scoops’ are designed with performance
and affordability in mind.

Stick it to

‘em

Sickstick Chopstick, Joystick and
Firestick review

By Tez Plavenieks 



All three SickStick paddles look the business straight
out of the box. Ready for battle; each design was just
screaming at me to get wet. High grade materials
ensure durability and longevity while SickStick
aesthetics complete the picture. 

The Firestick is lightest of the three paddles (650
grams without handle) with a well manufactured
carbon shaft and Kevlar blade – the same material
bullet proof vests are made from! The Chopstick
boasts an eye catching bamboo/carbon backed blade
while the Joystick features 100% wood technology on
its scoop – I couldn’t wait to get out in the brine and
take these toys for a spin.

Sickstick also sent two different tops to try out – the
MightT grip and Hammerhead (palm grip). Whichever
paddle you choose; the option of customising with
either of the handles is available. Both are ergonomic
in design although choice will be based on personal
preference. 

Onto the water
Straight out of the box; you’ll need to cut down your
shaft to the correct length before heading out –the
brand do offer a cutting service if you’re not keen on
hacking your new toy to pieces though. When
trimming down it’s worth being conservative as you
don’t want to saw off too much – incremental
adjustments will allow you to find your perfect length.

I used all three ‘sweepers’ in both
flat water and wave
environments. Your preferred SUP
discipline may influence your
SickStick choice. All three have
pros and cons for wave, racing,
flat water, downwind or river SUP.

With the same carbon shaft
supplied as standard across the
whole range; testing the flex of
the ‘upright’ was a fairly easy
process. There’s a moderate
degree of stiffness allowing for
some bend during power strokes.
This slightly softer feeling nature

of SickStick’s shaft makes for an easy going ride
without unnecessary stress placed on joints and
muscles.

If you’re looking at covering distance, in the most
efficient manner possible, then I found the Joystick’s
generous 22.5cm blade width able to move greater
volumes of water and accelerate quicker. That’s not to
say it wouldn’t do well in a surf environment – it
coped well when presented with a few liquid walls.

The Firestick’s thinner blade made for faster rail to rail
changes through surfing turns; the rider being able to
make tight carves and pivoting turns.

Reef rippers will like the Chopstick’s durability and its
ability to take a few knocks and scrapes. Halfway
house in terms of its spec (22cm wide blade) this
model bridges the gap between the Firestick and
Joystick perfectly.

On a personal note, during SUP surfing I like to sit
right on the critical section of the peak, waiting until
the last second to stroke into a wave. Based on this I
actually prefer a fuller blade which gives a last minute
boost and allows me to pick off swells later. This isn’t
everyone’s style but does highlight the versatility of
the Sickstick range.

Summing up
The Sickstick line up is a versatile one with choices
available for all styles of SUP rider. From surf to racing

and even a female specific paddle
– check out the Lipstick model –
you’ll be covered for all your
sweeping adventures with one of
these blades.

As SUP gains popularity it’s
encouraging to see another
home grown UK stand up paddle
boarding company hitting the
scene. Consumers now have a
large range of gear to choose
from and Sickstick are in the mix
offering affordable products to
wet most appetites.
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You can see more at www.sickstick.co.uk 

Out of the box

View Tez Plaveniek’s video

http://youtu.be/cAmdKt57Sas
http://youtu.be/cAmdKt57Sas
http://www.sickstick.co.uk 
http://youtu.be/cAmdKt57Sas

